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Applied and Advanced Science Exchange (AASE): 

The Applied and Advanced Science Exchange (AASE) is an active professional 
community and registered as a non-profit organization (NGO) in Japan. AASE has devoted 
itself to disseminate a variety of knowledge and worked with a vision to share the innovations 
in fields of academia by building up an international platform. Nowadays, interdisciplinary 
research is increasing and playing a key role. In our interdisciplinary joint conferences, 
participants are able to share their viewpoints from different perspectives and seek new 
collaborative opportunities across fields. 

The Applied and Advanced Science Exchange (AASE) offers an extraordinary platform 
for networking opportunities and discussions to enhance research progress in various fields. 
From 2016, we have run a series of professional workshops, conferences, seminars and 
symposiums, and have built a reputation for delivering inspirational conferences with flawless 
execution. Our purpose is to facilitate networking opportunities for scholars and be the 
information resources for dynamic professional development opportunities throughout the 
World. 
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EDITORIAL MESSAGE 

 
It is my proud privilege to welcome you all to the AASE International Conference at 

Seoul/South Korea on 14th-15th Jan, 2020. AASE International Conference serves as platform 

that aims to provide opportunity to the academicians and scholars from across various 

disciplines to discuss interdisciplinary innovations. We are happy to see the papers from all 

part of the world published in this proceedings. This proceeding brings out the various Research 

papers from diverse areas of science, engineering, technology, management, business and 

education. These articles that we received for these conferences are very promising and 

impactful. We believe these studies have the potential to address key challenges in various sub-

domains of social sciences and applied sciences. I am really thankful to all the participants for 

being here with us to create an environment of knowledge sharing and learning. I am also 

thankful to our scientific and review committee for spending much of their time in reviewing 

the papers for these events. I am sure the contributions by the authors shall add value to the 

research community.  

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor-In-Chief 
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Landslide Risk Perception of On-road Residents along Sino-Nepal 
Transportation Corridor 

                                                                                                                  

Susmita Dhakalab, Peng Cui1*, Li-jun Sua, Chandra Prasad Rijalc, Ashok Maharjanb 
aInstitute of Mountain Hazard and Environment, Chinese Academy of Science, China 

bCentral Department of Environmental Science, Tribhuvan University, Nepal 
cTourism Search and Rescue Guidance Committee, Government of Nepal 

*Corresponding author: pengcui@imde.ac.cn 
                                                                                                                  

Abstract 
Landslide, a frequent hazard along Sino-Nepal transportation corridor is the result of 

interaction of tectonic movement – 1.8 to 2 cm/year, constant river incision, young and weak 
geology, and monsoonal weather and climate system, and development activities. Currently, 
the area further planned not only for the high grade highway but also for the transboundary 
railway. This study aims to analyze how people perceive the landslide risk in their 
surroundings. We applied key informant interview (40), focus group discussion (5) and 
questionnaire survey (296) amongst residents of 8 on-road towns. Mapping and analysis of 
the current state of the past road blocking events that have influenced the risk perception of 
populace were done using high resolution satellite images and field investigations. All 
respondents have memory of one or more past event(s) however, only 87% could define 
landslide hazard. The rated risk with the consideration of probability of landslide occurrences, 
its impact on human, property, business, and preparedness counting internal and external 
capacities varies through town to town that ranged between 13-37% (min) and 59-94% (max) 
with median value of 29.5 to 62%. Public understanding of landslide risk was affected by 
practical experiences (47%), news-media (29%), interaction with community (15%) and 
formal education (9%). Only 2% respondents got basic training of disaster risk. Locals have 
differential trust on organizations as well as their activities i.e. low (35%), medium (47%), 
and high (17%). Most of them have faith to the government entities, the highest to the army; 
non-governmental organizations are at the lowest. Elected persons of local governments and 
district level government officers have disbelief to the current researches whereas locals and 
sufferers of past events have dissatisfaction to the ongoing mitigation activities. Victims and 
eyewitness of any event have more fear and higher risk ratings compared to general public. 
Although the notion of ‘memory dilutes over time’ was realized, rain-induced  former 
incidents especially large landslides with reactivations, and co-seismic slope failures of 2015 
tremor have great effect on perceived risk. Moreover unlike other studies, age, sex, education 
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and occupation of respondents did not show a distinct relationship with risk ratings; personal 
experiences and hardships they bear played the role instead.   
 
 
 
Keywords: Landslide risk, Sino-Nepal transportation corridor, risk perception, landslide 
susceptibility 
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When morphology instruction meets learning strategies in lexical 
acquisition, effective or complex? 

                                                                                                                  

Sheng- Huang Huang 

Department of Applied Foreign Languages, National Yunlin University of Science & Technology 

*Corresponding author: m10341024@gemail.yuntech.edu.tw 
                                                                                                                  

Abstract 
Morphology instruction has been evidenced to enhance students’ language learning in 

recent years (Bowers, Kirby, & Deacon, 2010), but most previous studies evaluate the impact 
of morphology instruction on learning effectiveness, without providing relevant learning 
strategies. Therefore, this study integrates cognitive strategies and memory strategies into 
lexical learning, investigating how morphology instruction, together with both cognitive 
strategies and memory strategies, could promote EFL learners’ vocabulary performances. The 
pedagogical experiment was devised as a 13-week lesson plan with 14 learners, eight being at 
the lower-intermediate level and another eight at the intermediate level. The participants’ 
lexical performances assessed by means of the pre- and post-tests and in-class quizzes, were 
found to be statistically significant in comparison with their pre-instruction performances, 
particularly the underachievers’ performances. Their perceptions of the given instruction 
examined from a self-reflection questionnaire and semi-structured interviews also reveal that 
they have benefitted from lexical practices, and that they have learned to apply the taught 
strategies to memorize new words. 

 
 
 

Keywords: morphology instruction, vocabulary learning strategies, EFL 
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Compression-shear Behavior of Rubber Sealed Joints 

                                                                                                                  

Waranyoo Prombandankula, Watanachai Smittakornb* 

aTechnopreneurship and Innovation management program, Graduate school, Chulalongkorn 
University, Bangkok 10330, Thailand  

bApplied Mechanics and Structures research unit, Department of Civil Engineering, 
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok 10330, Thailand 

abenz824824@yahoo.com, bwatanachai.s@chula.ac.th (Corresponding author) 

                                                                                                                  

Abstract 
For precast concrete tunnels, joints and rubber seal in joints are commonly assumed to 

resist no shear between tunnel segments. However, the recent study provides evidence that 
the rubber seal contributes significant shear resistance to joints and suggests that shear 
behavior of rubber seal is needed to be studied. This paper aims to affirm this claim and study 
the shear behavior of rubber seals. In our experiment, Natural bearing pad rubbers are used as 
rubber seals. The compression-shear test is conducted with the rubber seals fixed against 
slippery to the steel specimen. Load cells are installed for vertically and horizontally and the 
vertical displacement is measured. The results show that joints with rubber seals provide 
higher final shear stress than unsealed joints in a confinement level. This result should lead to 
a new understanding of rubber seals and new application of them. 

 
 
 
Keywords: Rubber seal, Precast concrete tunnel, Compression-shear test 
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1.  Introduction 
Precast concrete construction has been widely used for many decades in various types of 

construction including modern high-rise buildings, houses and bridges as well as immersed 
tunnels. Each precast tunnel segment is placed on top of gravel layers and connected to the 
next segment presuming that no shear force transfers between them [1]. Figure 1 shows the 
laying process and cross-sectional tunnel segment. Immersion joints are therefore designed 
for water tightness only. Each immersion joint consists of a "Gina gasket" rubber seal as 
shown in Figure 2. The rubber seal is thus designed solely to prevent water leakage. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 
Figure 1: Precast tunnel construction [1]; (a) Laying process of tunnel segment; (b) Cross-sectional tunnel 

 
However, when foundation settlement and earthquake are concerned, it is important to 

study the shear resistance of rubber in joints. The recent study provided evidence that the 
rubber seal gives significant shear resistance to the structure [2].This paper therefore attempts 
to study the compression-shear behavior of rubber seals. Here, we choose natural rubber 
bearing pads to be used as rubber seals because they are capable of supporting normal stress 
and horizontal shear movement to structures. [3]. 
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Figure 2: Detail of immersion joint and Gina gasket [4] 

 
2.  Experimental setup 

This study aims to examine the ability of elastomeric bearing in joints to resist shear 
force. We build compression-shear experiment which allow only normal stress and shear 
stress without moment. As shown in figure 3(a), the specimen is T-beam steel with a height of 
250 mm, a width of 200 mm and a length of 200 mm. The contact surface measures 200 mm 
x 200 mm. The rubber is connected to the steel beams by a 2-component thixotropic epoxy 
adhesive with a steel beam which prevents rubber from slipping from the metal layer. The 
hydraulic pump's horizontal stress simulates confinement on the rubber. Rubber seal 
compressive stress is 1 MPa and 2 MPa which is similar to Zhou et al. (2005) unsealed joint 
[5]. The load cells are installed for both axis. The LVDTs measure the vertical displacement 
at both side of the specimen as shown in figure 3(b). The loading rate is applied at 0.04 per 
second until the shear strain reaches 1. The natural bearing pad rubber is employed, according 
to Thai Industrial Standard 951-2533 [6], with a hardness level of 60 and 70. 

The specimen descriptor is defined as Mi-HH:  M denoting the corresponding 
monotonic load, and i reflecting axial load simulating the load of pre-stressed cables (in MPa). 
HH is a rubber hardness level of 60 to 70. The test is conducted up to 100% strain. 

 

 
 (a) 
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(b)      (c) 
 
 
      (b)         (c) 

Figure 3: Compression-shear test; (a) Specimen dimensions; (b) Actual test setup; (c) Post-test rubber seal 

 
3.  Experimental result & discussion 

Four dry joints have been tested with elastomeric bearings. Table 1 shows the final shear 
stress and shear modulus. It is calculated according to ASTM D 4014 [7]. Table 2 results 
show a positive relationship between the level of confinement and the level of rubber 
hardness to the final shear stress. The 2 MPa confinement produces final stresses of 6.27 
percent and 27.29 percent higher than those of 1 MPa respectively for rubber hardness levels 
of 60 and 70. 70 hardness level causes final shear stress at 6.58 percent and 27.66 percent 
higher than 60 hardness level with confinement of 1 MPa and 2 MPa respectively. As shown 
in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the stress-strain curves for both levels of confinement show similar 
patterns. At the start, the slope is higher and slowly declines until it hits 100% strain. 
 

Table 1 Experimental results of compression-shear test on joints 

Specimen Final shear stress* Shear modulus** 

  (MPa) (MPa) 

M1-60 0.95 2.71 
M1-70 1.02 3.80 
M2-60 1.01 2.71 
M2-70 1.29 3.74 
*final shear stress is the shear stress at 100% strain 

**Shear modulus is calculated by taking the secant modulus from the point of 2% maximum stress to the point at 25% shear 

strain  
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Figure 4: Shear stress-strain curve of elastomeric bearings with confinement of 1 MPa 

 

Figure 5: Shear stress-strain curve of elastomeric bearings with confinement of 2 MPa 
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Table 2: Results comparison to unseal joints by Zhou (2005) 

  Final shear stress 
Confinement Mx-60 Mx-70 Unsealed joints 
MPa MPa MPa MPa 

1 0.95 1.02 0.68 
2 1.01 1.29 1.47 

*results by Zhou, X. (2005) [12]    

 
Figure 6: Final shear stress comparison 

 
Our result is compared with four unsealed joints of Zhou (2005), as shown in table 2 and 

plotted in figure 6. The final shear stress of unsealed joints at 1-MPa confinement is lower 
than those with intermediates. Nevertheless, with confinement at 2 MPa, the result conversely 
shows that the final shear stress of unsealed joints are higher than those with intermediates. 
These two types of joints represent completely different shear mechanism. The shear stress in 
unsealed joints comes from mere friction. Until it slips, it can bear shear stress. The higher 
confinement contributes to increased friction. On the other side, there is no slip at joints in all 
experiments until they exceed 100 percent strain of straight joints with intermediates. Thus, 
in this system, the shear stress of flat joints with intermediates is extracted from shear 
resistance based on the properties of rubber itself. 
 
4.   Conclusion & limitation 

This paper demonstrates the shear strength of rubber seals in joints and confirm the 
study of Xiao, W. Et al. (2017) that the rubber contributes substantial shear resistance to 
joints. Compare to unsealed joints, rubber seals unexpectedly provide higher shear resistance 
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than concrete-to-concrete surface at a confinement level. Hence, it is necessary to study 
mechanical properties of rubber seal further as it provides new applications to structures and 
cease the non-shear assumption of rubber seals. The limitation of this research is that only 2 
average normal stress levels were concentrated in this paper. The compression-shear test 
should be reexamined to confirm the relationship between final shear stress and confinement.  
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PAPIdroid: A Risk Scoring of Android Malware Apps Based on 
Permissions and API Call 

                                                                                                                  

Hendrik Maulana Mardiyansyah, Eka Kurnia Sari, Imam Baehaki, Mohammad Agus 
Prihandono  

Electrical Engineering Department, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia  

Email: hendrik.maulana@ui.ac.id 
                                                                                                                  

Abstract 
The rapid growth of mobile device, specifically Android platform has consequences of 

the increasing of android malware. Detecting malicious behavious of Andoird apps is 
important because it may steal user's sensitive data and even bank accounts. Many research 
conducted to achieve effective detection of malicious apps, most of them used permission 
analysis of Android apps. That method is less accurate because of malicious apps grow more 
complex and use obfuscation techniques to avoid antivirus detection. We develop a model 
that combine the permission and API Call assessment with five level steps analysis. The 
model reaches an accuracy of 95.7% to detect known malware apps with false positive rate as 
0.4% and false negative rate as 0.6% 
 
 
Keywords: Android security, malware detection, mobile security, obfuscation. 
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1. Introduction  
Smartphones and tablets, or in general: mobile devices, become key features of the 

society and business activities. Up to 70% of web traffic comes from mobile devices [1]. 
Meanwhile, more than 10,000 malicious mobile apps blocked by antivirus per day[2]. This 
number shows that the increasing of the mobile device population is followed by the high 
numbers of malware as well. Malware authors seem more aggressive in digging up the new 
potential field to take benefit from criminal fraud activity.  

McAfee reported a high growth of threats against internet-connected things and mobile 
devices throughout the second half of 2018. T the hidden apps was become the first rank of 
threat and contribute around 30% in mobile attacks. They found TimpDoor malware family 
has a new spread strategy to reach the victim. They were contacting users directly via SMS to 
bypass the Google Play Store. This method can impact more victims than the older ones. 
Enter TimpDoor, an Android-based malware family was found as the new Mobile backdoor 
threat in March 2018. Starting in September 2018, McAfee noted that this threat has growth 
significant with more than 11 thousand infections [3]. 

Most of the users have limited knowledge of cybersecurity, they hardly to determine 
whether the current permission use is harmless or not. When installing apps, the permission 
warning interface is text-based [4]. This case makes users who have less cybersecurity 
knowledge, ignore the warning and accept all the permission warning when installing apps. 
Based on this experience, Yang Wang et al, conclude that the risk analysis based on the 
permission model in an android system becomes ineffective. Hence, it required a new model 
of risk assessment based on permission request patterns to facilitate the users in 
understanding and triggering the user's attention of the risk level of the permission request in 
order to prevent the spread of malware. 

Detecting malware methods have been developed and improved every time by 
researchers and practitioners. However, the malware author also keeps improving their 
creativity in reforming malware penetration methods, such as an obfuscation technique. They 
use this technique to hide the malware payload from the malware detection tool such as 
reflection, emulator detection, application icon hiding. The custom obfuscation techniques 
generally using the method in loading native libraries, hiding exploits in package assets, 
truncating URLs, using encryption payload [5]. 

Several recommendations were made in this paper for android malware detection based 
on the risk rate calculation method. This method is using five steps and parameters in 
analyzing and calculating the risk rate to get a more comprehensive risk rate value. The 
comprehensive rate is expected able to increase the accuracy of malware detection. 
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2. Theory Related Topic 

2.1 Obfuscation technique 

The obfuscation is a technique that makes the program harder to understand[6]. For such 
a purpose, it converts a program to a new version while making them usefully to each other. 
This technique proposed for protecting the intellectual property of software developers, 
Obfuscation technique is widely used, in order to keep evade security scanners, malware 
developed into new generation through the obfuscation technique. It is important to study in 
detail the obfuscation techniques to effectively characteristic malware. 

2.2 Static Analysis Tools 

Static analysis is the procedure of analyzing software without executing the program. 
During static[7] analysis, the application is broken down by using reverse engineering tools 
and techniques, re-build the source code and algorithm that the application has created. Static 
analysis can be done through a program analyzer, debugger, and disassembler. Various static 
analysis techniques are RiskInDroid and Quark-Engine. 

RiskInDroid[8] is a tool for quantitative risk analysis of Android applications written in 
Java used to check the permissions of the apps) and Python (used to compute a risk value 
based on apps' permissions). Quark-Engine is a tool for measuring risk analysis of android 
that are consists of five stages to see if the malicious activity is running. They are : 
permission request,  native API call, combination of native API. calling sequence of native 
API. register handled by APIs. We are not only define malicious activities and their stages but 
also develop weights and thresholds for calculating the threat level of malware. 

2.3 Dynamic Analysis Tools 

Dynamic analysis is the procedure of analyzing software executed in a controlled 
environment. Dynamic techniques analyze the code during run-time. While these techniques 
are non-exhaustive, they have a significant advantage that only those instructions are 
analyzed that the code executes. Thus, dynamic analysis is immune to obfuscation attempts 
and has no problems with self-modifying programs. The question exists in which 
environment the sample code should be executed. Analyzing malware directly on the 
analyst’s computer, which is probably connected to the Internet, could increase the risk that 
malicious code could easily escape and infect other machines. Running the executable in a 
virtual machine, such as one provided by VMware [9], is a popular choice. In this case, the 
malware can only affect the virtual PC and not the real one. 
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2.4 Risk Assessment Android 

The purpose of the risk assessment is to provide a quantitative estimation software that 
can be characterized by combining the severity of the app that causes potential failure events 
to users and the probability of its occurrence [10]. For example, an application using 
geolocation may be malicious.  

To assess the risk level of resource accesses, the activities of the apps monitored using 
application permission, API permission and the data result are calculated based on that 
feature. Our risk assessment mechanism uses calculation, addition, and provides users with a 
risk level of involved resource accesses. 

2.5 Android API Call 

The Android platform provides a framework API that Apps can use to interact with the 
underlying Android system. The framework API consists of a core set of packages and 
classes. We use the android system to monitor the combination native API call. Apps may 
invoke some APIs to access certain privacy information during execution. There are finding a 
cross reference and calling sequence of the native API and tracing the bytecode register. 

 
3. Related Works 

There are several kinds of research related to malware scoring. Yang Wang et al. [4] 
proposed DroidRisk, a quantitative method to compute the risk of Android applications and 
permissions. The risk score is calculated based on the potential impact as well as the type of 
permission whether it is normal permission or dangerous permission. It used a static weight 
to represent the impact of permission-based on the permission category, 1 for normal 
permission category and 1.5 for the dangerous permission category. 

Dini et al. [11] introduced MAETROID, a framework that evaluates the applications 
requested permissions along with its metadata. The permission risk score is computed by 
assigning a static weight to each requested permission based on the permission threat 
category. However, the authors did not provide any empirical evaluation and analysis of their 
proposed framework. 

Alshehri et al. [12] proposed PUREDroid, a risk assessment method that can be used to 
increase the user’s awareness of the risk involved with granting permissions to Android 
applications. This model has shown that permissions that perform suspicious activities are 
assigned to high-risk scores unlike those of normal activities. 

Li et al. [13] introduced SigPID, a malware detection system based on permission usage 
analysis to cope with the rapid increase in the number of Android malware. It used three 
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levels of cropping by mining the permission data to identify the most significant permissions 
that can be effective in distinguishing between benign and malicious applications. Then it 
utilizes machine-learning based classification method to classify different families of 
malware and benign applications. 

Merlo et al. [8] evaluated RiskInDroid, a machine Learning-based Risk Analysis on 
Android. RiskInDroid approach based on four sets of permission: Declared Permissions, 
Exploited Permission, Ghost Permission, and Useless permission.  

Gates et al. [14] introduced a new method to generate risk signals based on the 
permissions requested by an application.  It aims to provide users with feedback about why 
the application is risky. The risk score is calculated using different Bayesian probabilistic 
models to satisfy three goals, namely, monotonicity, coherence, and ease. 

Deypir [15] proposed a new approach to calculate the security risk score of Android 
permissions based on the concept of information theory and entropy. For each permission, the 
information gain is computed by calculating the entropy of the entire used dataset and the 
entropy of the permission within the dataset. In this approach, the higher risk score is 
assigned to the permission that is more informative. Yet, the author neglected the application 
categories of the analyzed applications, which negatively affect the risk score since 
applications from different categories portray different functionality. In addition, information 
gain has symmetric property, which can incorrectly assign a high-risk score to permission that 
is mostly used by benign applications. 

 
4. Methods 

This chapter covers our methods for exploring the risk in Android apps. We developed 
six steps to see risk in apps. First, we rank the permission that used by the apps from most to 
least risky. Second, we analyze the combination of a native API call. Third, the sequence of 
API calls ranked. Fourth, analyze the sequence of calling API. Fifth, Analyze the API that 
handles the same register. Sixth, we develop weights and thresholds for calculating the threat 
level. To avoiding obfuscation techniques, we provide the order theory. There are finding the 
cross reference and calling sequence of the native API and tracing the bytecode register. 
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Figure 1. Proposed scheme  

4.1 Risk Score Based on Permission 

We follow the NIST guide for risk assessment. We assumed that permission used by an 
application is independent, so the risk level of an application can be defined as: 

                                                            (1) 

where Rp is the risk level of application based on permission, Lp is the likelihood, and Ip is the 
impact of permission. To calculate the likelihood, we define it as the conditional probability 
defined by Bayes rule as shown below: 

                               (2) 

where  is the probability that malware requests  permission, P(A is 
malware) is the probability that an app is a malware, and  is the probability of an app 
requests pi permission. Because the actual level of impact caused by permissions is hard to 
obtain, we use the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve. 
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4.2 Risk Score Based on API Call 

Basically, we use the API analysis to extend the permission-based risk assessment. We 
divide the analysis into five steps as mentioned before. To calculate the risk level based on API 
analysis we used this formula: 

                                    (3)                                                             

where Rb is the risk score based on API call, F(Ai) is the feature score of the API call, F(Ac) is 
the feature score of the combined API call, and F(As) is the feature score of the sequence API 
call. F(Ai) use Correlation Based Feature Selection (CFS) can be defined as follow: 

                                       (4) 

where n is features,  is the mean feature class-correlation, and  is average feature 
correlation. 
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Table 1. API Call score using the CFS method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
F(Ac) can be calculated from the sum of each API call score. Then F(As) can be calculated with 
the formula: 

                                       (5) 

where the P(Ac) is the probability of API call combination. 

4.3 Total Risk Score 

Our method calculates the risk score with a combination of permission-based and API Call 
based. We define it as: 

                                                       (6) 

Feature (API Call) Score 

getSubscriberId 1 

getSimSerialNumber 2 

getInstalledPackages 3 

getServiceCenterAddress 4 

getLine1Number 5 

getDeviceId 6 

get_accounts 7 

getDataActivity 8 

getActivityNetworkInfo 9 

getSupplicantState 10 

getNetworkType 11 

getSimOperator 12 

getCallState 13 

getConnectionInfo 14 

getSimState 15 

abortBroadcast 16 
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where RT is the total risk score. Then we map the total score into three classifications of risk, 

there are low, moderate, and high risk. 

Tabel 2. Risk score classification 

Classification Score 

Low 0 - 45 

Moderate 45 - 75 

High > 75 

 
5. Result  

5.1 Dataset 

Dataset used in this research consist of 6488 benign apps and 6437 malware samples. We 
collect the apps from APKPure, PlayStore, and Github. 

5.2 Performance 

To prove our scheme, we tested it on the dataset to classify the apps as benign or malware. 
Simulation runs in a Python environment to disassemble the APK and then calculate the risk 
score. 

Figures 2. shows the top 15 requested permission in the benign dataset and malware dataset. 
INTERNET got the highest rank in the most frequently used permission by both datasets. 
ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE and ACCESS_WIFI_STATE also got high rank because it 
related to the INTERNET. 
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Figure 2. Top permissions used in the dataset 

Figure 3. shows that getSubscriberId become mostly used API call. This function request for 
unique subscriber ID or International Mobile Subscriber Identity that uniquely identifies every 
user of a cellular network 

 

 
Figure 3. Top API Call used in the dataset 

 

 
Figure 4. Model performance to the dataset 

Figure 4 shows that our proposed model performs well to classify the apps in the dataset. 
From the benign list, our model detects 5711 low-risk benign apps and from the malware list, it 
detects 4412 high-risk malware apps. 

5.3 Evaluation 

Several kinds of literature provide many evaluation metrics that can be used in this scenario. 
We choose the accuracy rate (Acc) and error rate (Err) to evaluate the performance of our 
model. 

                                        (7) 
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                                        (8) 

In addition, we also calculate the true positive rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR), false 
positive rate (FNR), and precision (p) as below: 

                                                             (9) 

                                                            (10) 

                                                            (11) 

                                                           (12) 

                                                              (13) 

 

where the  is the number of benign apps that classified correctly as Benign,  

is the number of benign apps that classified as malware,  is the number of malware 

apps that classified correctly as malware and  is the number of malware apps that 

classified as benign. 
Table 3. Evaluation results 

Acc Err TPR TNR FPR FNR p 

0,9578 0,0421 0,9356 0,9745 0,0482 0,0644 0,9650 

 
6. Discussion  

We argue that our approach for exploring risk in the Android app is better than other 
methods, especially with RiskInDroid. As shown in Table 3, the accuracy rate of our model is 
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0,9578; and if we compare it with an accuracy rate of the RiskInDroid model, as shown in 
table 4, our model is 12.79% more accurate than RiskInDroid model. 

 
Table 4. Accuracy rate calculated by probabilistic methods and RiskInDroid [8] 

 
Static Impacts Dynamic Impacts RiskInDroid 

0,7129 0,8610 0.8424 

 
The key difference is: we reverse-engineering the app by finding cross-reference API 

call and tracing bytecode register; we score risk by auditing used permission, analyzing 
native API, ranking sequence of API call, analyzing the sequence of calling API, analyzing 
API that handles the same register, provide the order theory to avoiding the obfuscation 
techniques. 
 
7. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we provide an effective and accurate approach to detect malware apps in 
the Android operating system. We applied five levels of scoring based on apps permissions 
and API calls. Our method has a high detection rate for malware apps and benign apps. It's 
better from another permission-based risk scoring. To get better accuracy, we will conduct 
further research in evading obfuscation techniques because it is important to accurately trace 
the API call used in Android. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a modeling framework for forecasting travel demand under 

earthquake, developed through perspective of transportation engineering. The proposed 
framework consists of two sequential steps: 1) Seismic risk analysis, to evaluate the 
vulnerability of both road network and area-covering disruptions, using the spaghetti and 
meatballs method, which is a geographic information system (GIS) based analytical approach 
enriched with historical earthquake statistics and earthquake fault data; and 2) Travel demand 
analysis, to forecast travel demand, travel behavior, travel pattern, and traffic volume, using 
the four-step transportation model developed based on field traffic survey data and seismic 
risk analysis data. To evaluate model mechanism and performance, a preliminary model was 
then applied to the simulated geographical area with simulated road network. As the result, 
the traffic conditions before and after the earthquake were different. The traffic condition 
after the earthquake was worse than before the earthquake. In case of an hour after 
earthquake, level of service (LOS) changed from B to D level (up 2 levels), where traffic 
volume, vehicle kilometers of travel (VKT), and vehicle hours of travel (VHT) increased 
approximately 18.36%, 19.11%, and 106.62%, but average speed decreased about 42.35%. 
Moreover, In case of a day after earthquake, LOS changed to C level (up 1 level), where 
traffic volume, VKT, VHT, and average speed decreased approximately 23.35%, 24.93%, 
6.43%, and 19.77%, respectively. The resulting model can provide government and related 
agencies profound information in planning and developing either pre- or post-disaster 
operations. 

 
 

Keywords: Travel Demand Prediction, Spaghetti and Meatballs Method, Four-Step 
Transportation Model 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, world society has been faced to many natural and man-made disasters that 

cause massive economic and social damage as well as loss of lives every year [1]. The 
frequency and intensity of natural disasters have also been increasing over the past decades 
[1]. The natural disasters are often unpredictable [2] such as flood disaster [3, 4], tsunami 
disaster [5], landslide disaster [6], hurricane evacuation [2], earthquake disaster [7-9], and etc. 
Thus, planning for response to different natural disasters, including earthquake, has become 
an important aspect of urban management [10]. 

Earthquakes often result in severe human loss and intensive economic and social 
problems [10]. Moreover, the earthquake caused mass evacuation activities owing to 
considerable damage to buildings and urban infrastructure [11-14]. Therefore, travel demand 
behavior prediction in disaster scenarios is crucial for various recovery efforts, including the 
planning of locations and capacities of evacuation shelters, and the allocation of various 
emergency supplies [15-17]. 

During the last few decades, Geographic information systems (GIS) have increasingly 
popular technique for urban planning and design practice [18]. The main technique of GIS is 
to integrate a range of geographical information into a single analytical model, in which 
diverse data are georeferenced to cartographic projections [18]. The applications of GIS can 
be found in many research areas. For examples, Pence, et al. [19] applied GIS for 
probabilistic risk assessment to emergency preparation, planning, and response for severe 
nuclear power plant accidents. Putri and Maryono [20] investigated an evacuation route based 
on least cost path for Mount Merapi hazard in Mriyan-Boyolali, Indonesia, by using an 
ArcGIS raster analysis. Jiang, et al. [21] developed decision tools using GIS based on a 
real-time risk assessment on emergency environmental decision support system for response 
to chemical spills in river basin. Trozzi, et al. [22] applied the GIS and decision support 
system to emergency planning in the risk areas of industrial plants at the Lombardy region in 
Italy. However, in case of earthquake disasters, several vehicles of each mode of 
transportation between the traffic analysis zones should be considered together with the GIS. 

Many years ago, the conventional four step travel demand model has supported the 
policy makers to make the decisions for transportation programs and projects [23, 24]. The 
number of vehicles of each mode of transportation between the traffic analysis zones has 
been predicted over a period [23, 25]. Many research works focused on four step travel 
demand model have been applied for various urban and transportation policy [23, 24], but 
they have not been found when that model has been applied to pre or post disaster operations 
using "four step travel demand" and "disaster" or "earthquake" as keywords searched in 
Scopus database.  
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2. Methodology 
This paper presents a modeling framework for forecasting travel demand under 

earthquake. The models developed by using spaghetti and meatballs method and four-step 
transportation model for evaluate the vulnerability of both road network and area-covering 
disruptions, and forecast travel demand, travel behavior, travel pattern, and traffic volume, 
respectively. The proposed framework consists of two sequential steps: 1) Seismic risk 
analysis and; 2) Travel demand analysis, as shows in Figure 1. However, the analysis of both 
steps requires the development of simulated geographical area and simulated road network of 
the study area first. 

 
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of Developing Travel Demand Models under Earthquake 

2.1 Seismic Risk Analysis 

Seismic risk analysis aims to evaluate the vulnerability of both road network and 
area-covering disruptions, using the spaghetti and meatballs method, which is a geographic 
information system (GIS) based analytical approach enriched with historical earthquake 
statistics and earthquake fault data. The Process of spaghetti and meatballs method was 
performed by Whirlpool; a geometric processor originally designed for polygon overlay 
[26-27], which was used to calculate the number of overlapping polygons. There are three 
steps to develop as following: 
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1) Identify the center of the historical earthquake and the earthquake fault data on the 
simulated geographical area and the simulated road network 

2) Identify the area affected by each historical earthquake by using the relationship 
between magnitude and distance affected [28]. 

3) Evaluate the vulnerability of both road network and area-covering disruptions by 
using the spaghetti and meatballs method under the hypothesis that "the most 
overlapping area is the highest seismic risk in the study area" 

2.2 Travel Demand Analysis 

Travel demand analysis aims to forecast travel demand, travel behavior, travel pattern, 
and traffic volume of the study area, both normal situation and earthquake situation, using the 
four-step transportation model developed [29-31] based on field traffic survey data and 
seismic risk analysis data. The developed models require the calibration to consistent with 
local traffic conditions of the study area, according to acceptable criteria of UTPS highway 
network development guide [32]. 

 
1) Trip Generation Model 

The trip generation model in this research consists of two sub-models: Trip 
production model and Trip attraction model, which is the developed model according to 
multiple linear regression analysis by finding the relationship between the travel demands, 
obtained from the field traffic surveys, and socioeconomic characteristics in the area [29, 33], 
such as average personal income, industrial employment, population, register student at 
school, and etc. Moreover, the model also considered the reduction of travel demand after 
earthquake, which used simulating the travel demand decision of people in the area, 
according to the principles of binary logistic regression analysis, as shown in the equation (1) 
and (2). However, the trip generation models is the sum of all trips purpose in the study area, 
which consists: the home-based work trips (HBW), the home-based school trips (HBS), the 
home-based other trips (HBO), the non-home-based trips (NHB) and the return home trips 
(RH). 
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Where, e  =  Irrational number ≈ 2.7182818 
 )i(n)i(1 X,,X   =  Socioeconomic variables of zone i  
 n1 a,,a   =  Coefficients of trips production 
 n1 b,,b   =  Coefficients of trips attraction 
 )i(m)i(1 Z,,Z   =  Earthquake variables of zone i  
   (magnitude earthquake scale, risk level, and etc.) 
 m1 g,,g  , m1 h,,h   =  Logistic regression coefficients 

 APAP D,D,C,C  =  Constant 
 

2) Trip Distribution Model 
The trip distribution model in this research developed the model according to the 

principles of doubly constrained gravity model, which is the most popular in transportation 
planning [29]. The gravity model illustrates the interaction between two locations declines 
with travel time increasing between them, but is positively associated with the amount of 
activity at each location [33], like Newton's gravitational law [29]. The rate of decline of the 
interaction called the impedance or friction factor, as shown in the equation (3). 

 )t(FAPT ijjijiij ⋅⋅⋅⋅= βα  (3) 

Where, ijT  =  Trips between origin i  and destination j  
 ji ,βα  =  Balancing factors of i  and j  
 iP   =  Trips production at i  
 jA  =  Trips attraction at j  
 )t(F ij  =  Impedance or friction factor between i  and j  

 
3) Modal Split Model 

The Modal Split model in this research developed the model according to the 
principles of logit model, which considered the utility functions of travelers received from 
each alternative [34]. The mode that considered in the model consisted passengers car, truck. 
Mathematically, the modal split model takes the form in the equation (4). 
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Where, )i(Pn  = Probability of individual n choosing mode i  
 inU  = Utility function for modes i  of individual n  
 mC

 
=  Number of total modes 

 j  =  Choice mode j  
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4) Trip assignment model 
The trip assignment model in this research developed the model according to the 

principles of user equilibrium method, which is giving the exact solution. The method is 
developed based on Wardrop’s first principle, which states that no driver can unilaterally 
reduce his/her travel costs by shifting to another route. Moreover, the model also considered 
vulnerability of road network after earthquake, which affected to reduction of road capacity 
and delay in travel time [35]. Mathematically, the trip assignment model takes the form in the 
equation (5) and (6): 

 
∑ ∫
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Where,  at  =  Travel time on link a  
 0t  =  Travel time on link a  (at free-flow speed) 
 aV  = Traffic volume on link a  
 aC  =  Capacity on link a  
 βα ,  =  Coefficients 

  
3. Case Study 

To evaluate model mechanism and performance, a preliminary model was then applied 
to the simulated geographical area with simulated road network. Developing the network and 
zone simulation divided structure into 3 layers: 1) Zones layer or boundary 2) Node and 
centroid layer or point; and 3) Link layer or connector. The zones layer consist the attribute 
about boundary, area, average personal income, industrial employment, population, and 
register student at school. The attribute about GIS coordinates (X/Y) included in the node and 
centroid layer. In the part of the link layer, attribute consist distance, number of number of 
lane, traffic volume capacity, and free-flow speed. Moreover, each links are connected to the 
nodes and centroids of the zone, which is the linkage of trips production and trips attraction 
between those zones. Moreover, a case study divided the internal and external area into 28 
zones and 4 zones, respectively. The road network in the study area was a grid line with size 
of 10 x 10 kilometers, located in the area as shown in Figure 2.  

However, developing the travel demand models of study area was analyzed by three 
scenarios: 1) situation without earthquake; 2) situation after earthquake (1 hour); and 3) 
situation after earthquake (1 day), with assume that the Richter magnitude scale was 6. The 
historical earthquake statistics and earthquake fault data of case study was assumed as shown 
in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2: Simulated Geographical 

and Simulated Road Network 

Figure 3: Historical Earthquake Statistics  

and Earthquake Fault Data 
 
4. Results  

The results of the development and application of models with the case study were as 
follows: 

4.1 Results of Seismic Risk Analysis 

The results of seismic risk analysis by the spaghetti and meatballs method, which used 
historical earthquake statistics and earthquake fault data was shown in Figure 4. In the part of 
Figure 5 and 6 demonstrated the area-covering disruptions and vulnerability of road network, 
respectively. 

Figure 4: Seismic Risk Analysis 

Figure 5: Area-Covering Disruptions Figure 6: Vulnerability of Road Network 
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4.2 Results of Travel Demand Analysis 
The results of travel demand analysis by the four-step transportation model, which used 

field traffic survey data and seismic risk analysis was shown in Figure 7 to 9 and Table 1. 
  
   

1) Without Earthquake 2) After Earthquake (1 Hour)  3) After Earthquake (1 Day) 

Figure 7: Travel Demand and Travel Behavior (Desire Line in Peak Hour) 

1) Without Earthquake 2) After Earthquake (1 Hour)  3) After Earthquake (1 Day) 

Figure 8: Traffic Volume on Road Network (Flow Diagram in Peak Hour) 

1) Without Earthquake 2) After Earthquake (1 Hour)  3) After Earthquake (1 Day) 

Figure 9: Traffic Condition on Road Network (Level of Service: LOS in Peak Hour) 
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Table 1: Summary of Overall Traffic Condition in Peak Hour 

Traffic Condition 

(Overall) 
Unit 

Scenarios 

Without 

Earthquake 

After Earthquake 

(1 Hour) 

After Earthquake 

(1 Day) 

Value Diff. (%) Value Diff. (%) 

1) Traffic Volume PCU/Hr. 54,679 64,719 +18.36 41,911 -23.35 

2) Vehicle Kilometers of Travel (VKT) PCU-Km./Hr. 1,036,705 1,234,871 +19.11 778,288 -24.93 

3) Vehicle Hours of Travel (VHT) PCU-Hr./Hr. 13,974 28,873 +106.62 13,076 -6.43 

4) Average Speed Km./Hr. 74.19 42.77 -42.35 59.52 -19.77 

5) Level of Service (LOS) - LOS B LOS D Up 2 Level LOS C Up 1 Level 

Remark: PCU is passenger car unit 
  

The results of travel demand model analysis in three scenarios showed that travel 
demand, travel behavior and traffic conditions before and after the earthquake were different. 
Before the earthquake, the study area had overall level of service (LOS) in peak hour at B 
level, with traffic volume equal to 54,679 PCU/Hr., vehicle kilometers of travel (VKT) equal 
to 1,036,705 PCU-Km./Hr., vehicle hours of travel (VHT) equal to 13,974 PCU-Hr./Hr., and 
average speed equal to 74.19 Km./Hr..  

However, the traffic condition after the earthquake was worse than before the earthquake. 
In case of an hour after earthquake, LOS changed from B to D level (up 2 levels), where 
traffic volume, VKT, and VHT increased approximately 18.36%, 19.11%, and 106.62%, but 
average speed decreased about 42.35%. Moreover, In case of a day after earthquake, LOS 
changed to C level (up 1 level), where traffic volume, VKT, VHT, and average speed 
decreased approximately 23.35%, 24.93%, 6.43%, and 19.77%, respectively. 

 
5. Conclusions 

The development of travel demand models under earthquake using spaghetti and 
meatballs method and four-step transportation model can use to evaluate the vulnerability of 
both road network and area-covering disruptions, and forecast travel demand, travel behavior, 
travel pattern, and traffic volume, respectively. Moreover, the resulting model can provide 
government and related agencies profound information in planning and developing either pre- 
or post-disaster operations. However, when the developed models applied to the simulated 
geographical area with simulated road network found that the traffic conditions before and 
after the earthquake were different. The traffic condition after the earthquake is worse than 
before the earthquake. In case of an hour after earthquake, level of service (LOS) changed 
from B to D level (up 2 levels) and changed to C level (up 1 level) in case of a day after 
earthquake.  
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Abstract 
Traffic accidents involving pedestrians become a main problem in Thailand. Fatalities 

and serious injuries are often happened when an accident occurs at pedestrian crossing. In 
2018, World Health Organization reported that 7.6% of injured accidents in Thailand 
involved pedestrians. By using 3D pedestrian crossing, it is expected that accident situation 
might be improved. The 3D pedestrian crossing is designed as in a piano keyboard shape 
using perspective technique, and installed Chiang Mai University Demonstration School. 
Then, this research evaluates speeds of vehicles before and after installed the 3D pedestrian 
crossing. After installation of the 3D Pedestrian crossings, visual inspections of the crossings 
are conducted for three months, day and night. It is found that visualization of the 3D image 
is deteriorated over time. Using the 3D pedestrian crossings, the vehicle speed is reduced. 
However, the speed reduction is continued only for the first 3 weeks. Therefore, 3D crossing 
might be appropriate for short-term speed reduction. 
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1. Introduction 
The excessive speed is a common cause of accident [1], some country adopted 3D image 

to apply in crossing in order to slow traffic, such as New Delhi, China, Iceland, South Africa, 
Britain, US, Russia, Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, New Zealand and Greece. The 3D crossing is a 
modern system that affect to geometric design, the purpose of 3D crossing is to be 
conspicuous, to increase drivers’ awareness and the drivers to slow down. Because 3D-paint 
gives the optical illusion of the white stripes floating above the ground and obstructing the 
road [2].  

Rebelo, F. et al. studied the driver reaction for 2D and 3D crosswalks. Results seems to 
show that people take longer to respond to the 3D crosswalk but make more mistakes on the 
2D crosswalk [3]. Moreover, the shape of 3D crosswalks effect to the drivers' willingness to 
reduce vehicle speed, Trifunović, A. et al. studied the two types of road markings: the square 
shape base (rectangular prism) and the triangular shape base (triangular prism). The drivers' 
willingness to reduce vehicle speed more response to the square shape base [4]. 

In Thailand and Southeast Asia, pedestrian traffic accidents become a major problem. 
Fatalities and serious injuries are often happened, when an accident occurring at pedestrian 
crossing. In 2018, World Health Organization reported that Thailand has injury accidents at 
the pedestrian of 7.6% [1]. A higher pedestrian traffic accidents rate, using 3D crossing is the 
decent choice to reduce speed and decrease pedestrian traffic accidents rate. Uttaradit 
province and Phitsanulok province have brought 3D crossing as rectangular prism to reduce 
speed of vehicles. However, there are no evaluations for 3D crossing in Thailand.  

In the past researches [3, 4], the 3D crossing affects speed reduction and driver’s 
behaviors. The vehicle speeds are reduced when installed rectangular prism 3D crossing. A 
more conspicuous shape is expected to be applied for the 3D crossing. Therefore, piano 
keyboard shape is used in this study. A piano keyboard 3D pedestrian crossing is installed on 
a road in Chiang Mai University Demonstration School area. Then, the 3D crossing is 
evaluated by comparing the vehicle speeds before and after installation of the crossing. Data 
is gathered by visualization of the 3D image for 3 months. 

  
2. Methodology 

The experiment was performed to explore speed of vehicles at 3D crossing. The 3D 
pedestrian crossing was painted instead of the exiting 2-D crossing on the road in Chiang Mai 
University Demonstration School area. It was designed as a piano keyboard shape by 
perspective technique. Then, this research studies before and after installed the 3D pedestrian 
crossing. This research studies two types of vehicle; motorcycle and personal car.  
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The exiting pedestrian crossing or 2D crossing speed was surveyed for comparing with 
the new 3D pedestrian crossing. This research observed average speed and 85th percentile 
speed of vehicles (150 vehicles of motorcycle and 150 vehicles of personal car) by using a 
video camera.  

The speeds were observed at different points in time - before painting, 1 day, 1 weeks, 2 
weeks, 3 weeks, 4 weeks, 8 weeks and 12 weeks after painting. Moreover, the quality of 3D 
crossing was observed during daytime and night time for 12 weeks as well. 
  
3. 2-D Image Pedestrian Crossing (Exiting Crossing) 

The exiting pedestrian crossing or 2D crossing is shown in Figure 1 as a zebra 
pedestrian crossing. It was installed on the two lanes road in front of Chiang Mai University 
Demonstration School, with shoulder of 7.43-meter width.  

Average speed of vehicles on this road before the painting 3D crossing is 35.25 kph for 
motorcycles and 34.32 kph for personal cars. The 85th percentile speed of motorcycles and 
personal cars are 40.45 kph and 34.32 kph, respectively. These speeds are higher than the 
school zone speed limit (30 kph.) [5]. 

 

Figure 1: The exiting pedestrian crossing or 2D crossing 

 
4. Piano Keyboard 3D Image Pedestrian Crossing Design  

The piano keyboard shape is like a zebra pedestrian crossing but piano image is more 
conspicuous than as a zebra pedestrian crossing. This 3D image pedestrian crossing was 
designed by perspective technique at horizon line 1.19 m. height [6]. The vanishing point that 
can be seen the 3D crossing at 20 m. before stopping line according to breaking distance for 
vehicle speed 40 kph. 
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The speed 30 kph is speed limit for school zone. The breaking distance is 10.3 m. (10 m.) 
but the speed of vehicles in this area is 34-43 kph. Then, the speed 40 kph will be selected to 
design speed and to calculate breaking distance. The breaking distance of speed 40 kph is 
18.4 m. (20m.). This distance was designed the vanishing point of piano keyboard 3D image 
pedestrian crossing (Figure 2.). 

 

Figure 2: The vanishing point and the horizon line 

 
The 3D pedestrian crossing was designed to be seen at 20 m. by adapting Manual of 

Application for Traffic Control Devices at crossing in Urban Community and Schools Area. 
[7] The dimensions of piano 3D image pedestrian crossing are shown in Figure 3. The white 
strip of crossing wides 0.80 m. and a length of 4.00 m. The black strip is 0.37 m. width with a 
length of 2.80 m. 

  

Figure 3: Piano keyboard 3D image crossing dimension 
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The height of the piano keyboard (white strips) is 1.00 m. in order to be designed by 
sketch from horizon line to vanishing point. The black strip’s height is 0.50 m. 

The 3D painted use the thermoplastic color. This materials for road marking were 
supported by 3M Thailand Co., Ltd., TOA PAINT Thailand Co., Ltd. and The Siam Cement 
Group Public Company Limited. The new pedestrian crossing was installed as shown in 
Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Piano 3D image crossing located on Chiang Mai University Demonstration School 

 
5. Result and Discussion 

5.1 Speed of vehicle before arriving 3D image crossing 

5.1.1 Speed of Motorcycles at 3D image crossing 

The speeds of motorcycles are shown in Table 1. The results show average speeds and 
the 85th percentile speed at 3D image crossing both before and after 3D crossing installation. 

Before installing the 3D crossing, the 85th percentile speed of motorcycles at 3D image 
crossing is 40.45 kph while, the average speed is 35.21 kph. One day after the installation, 
not only the average speed, but also the 85th percentile speed decreases approximately 6%. 
The lowest average speed is found at 2 weeks after the installation, where the speeds rise to 
almost the same speed as before 3D crossing being painted. After week 12, the speed is 
higher than the speed before painting as shown in Figure 5.  

Comparison of mean test is performed to compare average speed of motorcycles before 
and after installing 3D crossing, with a significance level of 0.05. The comparison results, 
shown in Table 1, show that average speeds at 1 Day, 1 week, 2 weeks and 3 weeks after 
installing are different from speeds before 3D installation. However, the average speeds after 
4 weeks, 8 weeks and 12 weeks are indifferent. Thus, the speed reduction is only contained 
for the first 3 weeks. 
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Table 1: The 85th percentile speed and average speed of motorcycles at the 3D crossing  

Date observed The 85th percentile speed 
(kph) 

Average speed 
(kph) S.D. Z Sig. 0.05 

before painting 40.45 35.21 5.75 - - 

1 day 37.85 30.66 6.14 6.606 .000 

1 week 37.51 31.29 6.32 5.596 .000 

2 weeks 36.03 30.00 6.00 7.654 .000 

3 weeks 38.55 32.04 5.22 4.977 .000 

4 weeks 40.32 35.21 5.85 1.224 .086 

8 weeks 43.41 34.53 8.09 0.825 .429 

12 weeks 44.55 35.42 8.03 -0.259 .778 

5.1.2 Speed of personal cars at 3D image crossing 

The speeds of personal cars at a crossing are presented in Table 2. The speeds are of 
similar trend of motorcycles’ speed. The results have shown average speeds and the 85th 
percentile speed at 3D image crossing both before and after the 3D crossing installation. 

Before installing the 3D crossing, the 85th percentile speed of personal cars at 3D image 
crossing is 38.30 kph while, the average speed is 34.32 kph. One day after the installation, 
not only the average speed, but also the 85th percentile speed decreases approximately 4%. 
The speeds fluctuate until 4 weeks later, and then rise up to almost same speed as before 
painting 3D crossing. At 12th week, the speed is higher than the speed before painting as 
shown in Figure 5.  

Comparison of mean test is performed to compare average speed of personal cars before 
and after installing 3D crossing with a significance level of 0.05. The comparison results, 
shown in Table 2, show that average speeds at 1 day, 1 week, 2 weeks and 3 weeks after 
installing are different from speeds before 3D installation. However, the average speeds after 
4 weeks, 8 weeks and 12 weeks are not different. Thus, the speed reduction is contained for 
the 3 weeks after installing. 

 
 

https://www.thoughtco.com/significance-level-in-hypothesis-testing-1147177
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Figure 5: The average speeds of motorcycles and personal cars at the 3D crossing 

Table 2: The 85th percentile speed and average speed of personal cars at the 3D crossing 

Date observed The 85th percentile speed 
(kph) 

Average speed 
(kph) SD Z Sig. 0.05 

before painting 38.30 34.32 5.75 - - 

1 day 36.91 30.66 6.14 6.027 .000 

1 week 39.36 31.29 6.32 4.882 .000 

2 weeks 36.92 30.32 6.00 5.940 .000 

3 weeks 40.20 32.64 5.22 2.406 .008 

4 weeks 39.20 33.58 5.85 1.402 .080 

8 weeks 40.81 33.58 8.09 0.286 .387 

12 weeks 45.91 34.68 8.03 -0.422 .336 

5.1.3 The quality of 3D image crossing 

Piano keyboard 3D crossing in daytime after installing 1 week is shown in Figure 6. The 
crossing can be clearly seen in daytime. After installing 12 weeks, the 3D crossing was 
covered with dirt as depicted in Figure 7.  
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Figure 6: Piano keyboard 3D crossing in daytime after installing 1 week 

 

Figure 7: Piano keyboard 3D crossing in daytime after installing 12 weeks 

 
The 3D crossing in night-time after installing 1 week is presented in Figure 8. The light 

from vehicle reflects on the crossing then 3D crossing can be clearly seen in night-time. After 
installing 12 weeks, the 3D crossing almost cannot be seen in night-time as shown in Figure 
9.  

After installation of the 3D Pedestrian crossings, visual inspections for the crossings are 
carried out for both daytime and night time. It is found that visualization of the 3D image is 
deteriorated over time. As a result, routine maintenance, surface cleaning, for the 3D 
pedestrian crossing is recommended. 
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Figure 8: Piano keyboard 3D crossing in night-time after installing 1 week 

 

Figure 9: Piano keyboard 3D crossing at night after having installed for 12 weeks 

 
6. Conclusion 

The 3D Pedestrian crossing was designed as piano keyboard by using perspective 
technique to be more conspicuous. After installed 3D crossing, the average speed and the 85th 
percentile speed were observed. The average speed and the 85th percentile speed immediately 
reduced. However, the speed reduction is contained for the first 3 weeks, and then the speeds 
rise up as close to the speed before painting 3D crossing.  
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Moreover, comparison of mean test is performed which indicates average speed of 
vehicles before and after installing 3D crossing, testing with the significance level of 0.05. 
The average speeds after 1 day until 3 weeks of installation are different.  It means that the 
3D crossing effect on the speed reduction remains for 3 weeks only. It is possibly because the 
drivers have become familiar with the 3D crossing. However, 3D crossing might still be 
appropriate for short-term speed reduction.  

In the beginning, the crossing can be conspicuous in daytime and night time, while after 
3 months, routine maintenance and surface cleaning for the 3D pedestrian crossing are 
required as of visualization of the 3D image is deteriorated over time. 
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